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Some Greek aRå-Forms
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1.

2. Eravis

At the V Fachtagung für allg.u.idg.Sprachw' I pointed out, that most Greek
aRa-ferms continue a sequence Fb2:g. {ff"*ion u. Wortbildung, ed' RD(' l9?5,
pp.9-14). For the tpe ttáuc¡oq WAANDER.S arrived independently at the same
conclusion (Mnemosyne 27, 1974, 1 -6). In the following I present a few other
forms that must be interpreted in this way.

t. tavcróq.
rclvaóç (n 589, Alcman a,70 õ uépa ravcroiq no [oú and ravaóõe upoq; besides ravarixr¡q and tovoútoõct) is a reality is demonstrated by
Myc. tanawa tslendert (of wheels) and by Celtic forms, Corn. tanow < -ta!gg-,
That

OIr.

@9 < @*Ào-.

no doubt thât

Hitherto this form has not been explained. There can be

it is an old IE word,

!g.(È. is posited for rd,vu-r Skt. tanf-, but there seems
to be no way to explain ravaF- from this basis. 'vVould this fo¡m have been
Mostly a form

*rä,voqr cf. ¡r,úvu, lËróS.Nor is it possible
to imagine a direct PIE antecedent: l!*e*: or the llke seems hardly possible.
+72f..'L1av6ç and d1Àaóç
Greékforms in <,(F)oq a"è
""t", sCHw'YzER
seem non-IE (sf. FURNÉE index); %epcróq may not have had;¡¡;, given Myc.
thematizèd, it would have given

kerajapi;

tcrlaóq,

in Ar.Aves 68? (doubted by some scholars) and Quinttrs

Smyrnaeus, may be an Augenblicksbildung.
in

þ, of which

vcóq

Û1

the form roÀc¡- is widespread.

was created after one of these forms.

any câse we have here a root

It

seems improbable that

fq'-
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SZEMERÉNYI, Syncope 154-9, stresses that there is no suffix -crFo-,

*tcrvuq, *TclveFyd,, was
and that this form induced a masc . * tavcFoç .

The only other suggestion made is that

gr. Laut- u. Formenl. lgnz ,

it

11

was assimilated from

*tevcFoq,

only -wo- and -ewo-. IIe thinks that the fem. of

HIRI,

assimilated to * tcrvcrFyc

Laryngeals in Greek 206, I objected to assuming assimilation in eRcr

Hb.

164. In The Development of the PIE

(or

oRa),

There are several objections to this view. 1) A fem. *TcrveFys, perhaps never

because these

existed. Classical -€Lcú seems to replace -uyct < *:H¡Ð, not via -ewya. This
is suggested by Mycenaean, which has -eja âs the fem. of tJ:e nouns i¡ -€uÇ.

the same assimilation would have to be assumed for Celtic. Further, if assimilation would be admitted, we would have to explain * Tevc(Foq. This would demand

(Onthis form see Glotta 51, 1973, 230-3.) 2) It is improbable thatthe feminine

tenh^qos.
----2^- In Development 190f. I denied the presence of a laryngeal, as is gen-

characteristic -a(F)ycr was affected by assimilation. Note pape îct. I confess that I have no solution for rtpotcr uri (there is no h2, because Skt. kratudoes not have -th- as in pSth¡þ. 3) From *tcvcrIycr we expect *rcl,vcuoç,
as t¿pcTcctóq from *zpøtctcr (supposed this development is correct¡ and èraïpoÇ for Ëtapoq from ètcripø. 4) The most serious objection is thatthe same
mechanism is required for Celtic:

*!ry.

>

*gyg:

>

*!@9,

which lnduces

*tag4*yo-. (Oir. tanae) and (!) tanawg: (Mcorn. lanotD. The idea is therefore
very improbable.
That the formation ofthis word is not solved, appears from the remarks

in RIÍICH, 'ülortb. d.hom.Spr. , 19742,168. It is supposed that the c, comes
tvom Gegenbegriff nÀar u -/rcÀotaF- tt', for which tJre starting-point might

t

have been (KASTNER, Adj. zweier Endungen

2fff.) TorvcrFnxqç after

*nÀ,aç.cr,-

Fqxrlq. of course, tÀataF- is found only in the feminine nlótc ucr, and
compounds with * Îc^crtcr, (F)- are not Icrown in Greek. The last point specially
makes this idea

verl uncertain,

because we are

far from sure that r¡l,crrctr'-

forms âppear to have been preserved unassimilated in Greek. Also

erally done, because there is no positive evidence for it and because Skt. fem.

tanvf seems to exclude it. I think, however, that @4v!, for @lg)g! < t$*ib,
or *tanivf < *tenh-g!þ^, can be easily understood as a recent formation on the
basis of masc. tanú-. only J.MANESSY-GUnTON, word 19 (1963), 3l-7, as-

(ttno2ggj It might also be objected that, if Skt. tanú- had
*!¡!g: < tg!rg:. But tanu- could as well congrade is also attested by Lith. 1É""s., r.et. tlêvs and
tinue *tenh^u-,
-_¿¿_. as full
sumes a laryngeal

a zero grade, we would hâve got

Lat. tenuis. The accentuation ofthe Baltic forms confirms the laryngeal. (Prof.
KORTLANDT confirmed this to me.) In Lat. tenuis the laryngeal has been lost

inculmus < *Êolh^m9$. Germanic, e.g.Olc. @.
ular develooment of *tnh uo-.
(as

< -þggya-., hasthe reg-

-H2 -

If the word would have a laryngeal, it is not necessary to assume assimilation from * rávaFoq . tavcóq could then be easily explained as tÉ2g¡p:.
The Celtic forms could derive from the same form. This could be a thematization of *@h^-eu-,
which is understandable both as the acc. stem of a hys+Z-

ever occurred in compounds. That the feminine nÀatcFycl was the starting is

terodynamlc/holokinetic parâqiSm (in which case *tnh^-u- of the Germanic

very improbable (you would expect *TcvoFyo --+*rclvcroç), and whether r¡tre'-

forms could represent the stem of the oblique cases) and as the oblique stem

tcrl-

of a proterodynamic/-kinetic noun (*!én$-u-s, found in úrdian, Latin and

occurred in the inflection of the masculine forms ca¡not be demonstrated.

Also, the opposite of tavcróq is rather tE[Xúq. The idea is t5¡pically a Ver-

Baltic, gen. tÐ:""-9

legenheitsa.nsalz. Of course, this e>çlanation also overlooks the existence of

must accept the laryngeal. Then

.e44g]yþ: in ieltic.

In Eeneral forms like *t!(tr)u-, with vocalic resonant before vowel, are not very

I think that this easy explanation proves that

Tcvu- in

compounds

certain and most of them appear to contain a laryngeal.

we

will represent 9!r-"-,
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Now one might also consider whetber Túvurct

t

does not represent

H9:"-.

either. In Development 2?9 I objected to the analysis $-n-eg: that ;g! would
have given <vv-. This might as well hold for Sanskrit; see AiGr. I Nachtr.
ztr"l1, 14. The altertrative 1!en-u- (or how one wants to indicate it) becomes

-!þót!. Sanskrit

pears also in

@!9

seems to have generalized the

full grade, as ap-

(this is a se!-root, so that *låHu- would have given

but even an ani!-root (19ã-u-) is supposed to have given
might have an anit-form

.!en*"-.,

but

@).

After

@,

all'

Skt.

written on yd,Àalq 'husbandts sistert and its cognates
(for litt. see FRISK, andWH s.v.glõs), there is still no satisfactory view of the
Though much has been

1. First something may be

í

1)

l,cr,Foq for

it,

Õpu1 t,ot

1on

without laryngeal.
could be explained by

would require the existence of such forms or such a phoneme, but

þn-'

thai

what

Tclvcr-

F(o)- t celt. fanaq- would require the much more improbable assumption of
te¡B*:. Also, in compounds one expects *bu-, not te!s:. All these difficulties are solved at once by assuming a laryngeal, which is confirmed by the Bal-

Y€Idpoq' d6el9oü 1uvri,

the meaning see below). Ed.HERMANN proposed to read +y€-

and

this is

accepted by many, though others think that a correcJed

gloss has no value. I think thât the form is probable because

except on one point where

tcrv-

s¿iid of Hesychiusr

it,

facts.and theory, and I shall use

Gr. Tc(,vu' is hardlyunderstandable

In conclusion I would say that Greek

1dÀoq.

whole problem. I think we can now arrive at one.

less probable now that several instânces where e was assumed, appear to be
better explained without it.Skt. tanóti cannot represent !n$euti, as this would
have given

n.

13

I shall

but the argumentation does not depend on

it,

state that.

Those who assumed that Phrygian was a satem-language, tried to explain tåe

Y-

(Russ. zólvaetc, pointto a palatalSl. As onthis question, however, there

is as yet no certainty, it need not detåin us. However, nobody seems to have
doubted that the gloss

really is Phrygian. It is well known, however, that tåis

label is certainly not always reliable (cf. HAAS, Phryg.Sprachdenkrnäler, 1966,
12gff..). Thòugh I can give no positive argument, I think

tic accentuation.

it fits in with all

it quite possible that the

word is in fact Greek.

2. Cor¡. carow etc.

2. The Homeric forms dat.sg., nom.pl. yoÀóg, gen.pl. 1aÀóolv were

The parallelism of Corn. ca¡ow, Bret. karo (Welsh.@) to Corn. tanow,
Bret. tanâo, tano (W. teneu is not a regular development) indicates for these

forms a basis *Èlh-:eu:o-, not *!!gg; as is mostly posited. It seems that
-or2-^here a form *karaB: was not posited, because this stem nowhere else shows
-a- in the root, Though the situation concerning these words is very complicated, it seems safe to connect these Celtic words for 'deerr with Lat. cerws
fthat could have had a laryngeal) and SCr. kràva

certainly point to a laryngeal.

etc., Lith.

l<.írvè 'cow', which

derived from *ycÀtoo-, a supposed thematization of an ancient yd,Àoq of the
type rt(ítptoq (e.g. SCHWYZER, Gr.Gr.I, 480). This not convincing. It is not
clear hôw-a form like aat,sg\al,ro(I')ro became yaÀóo in Homer: when the F
was

still present, there could.be no shortening or metathesis,

had disappeared,

-totrt- (or -olo-)

Homer nô form with shortened -to- could be expected,

that ycrl,óto ever

was

a reality,

and when

the F

would have been contracted soon, so that in

ând not

It is not probable,

tåen,

rather an instance of diektasis. This

diektasÍs, however, supposes a short vowel before the

f

(otherwise the diektasis

would have given YCrIo- again). This vowel, which was contracted with the thematic -o- into -or- must have been c. This a is also shown by Phryg. (?) *Y€Àc['-
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Foq, butthis form is admittedlyunreliable.
dence

is

even

less secure, since h., and \

the word would be Greek, would

it

t5
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The vocalism of Arm. tâl must have the same origin as the Greek word.

(If the word is Phrygian, the evi-

also became a in PhrygÍan; only

demonstrate

brJ Another

if

As

i¡rdícation is found

in Yal,cróvn r given only by Suidas ' This form, which is nowhere cited in the

l here

developped into

al. it is probable that -lhoe- resulted in -ala-.

5. Now we have the following evidence for vocalism:

root ?Êelh^- ?'¡,eÀaFoq

suffix -õu-

glõs

litterature, was adduced by VEY, BSL 51 (1955) 87-9, who pointed out that the
form * Yû,Àoóvr¡ , generally read there, was a conjecture. I could only find the

-uu- * 1aÀcFo.gpr: Y<íÀt¡q , ?glÞs
The suffix form -õu- points to a hysterodynamic inflection, so that we might

original reading in the Thesaun¡s. It seems very probable, then, that the Greek
forms are based upon *14,ÀaFo-. This is also tle opinion of COIVGILL, apud

expect a paradigm:

nom. *Êélhr-õu-s

ANTTILA, PIE Schwebeablaut 83. (FRISK and CHANTRAINE are not clear on

a.cc. _år}rÉB:+

this point.)

een. *glq:XJb

3. This (second)

c¡,

will

continue a laryngeal. This was, as far as

now only assumedby VEY (f .".)2) andANTTILA (f
a lar5mgeal is that

it also solves

.".)3).

I see, until

The best evidence for

another problem, that of the root vocalism of

Greek. For now we can explain *YaÀaF- by *f,þr-eu-. (COWGILL 1.c. assumed
assimilãtiod ,"oot * yeÀcr- , on which see above (I. 1 ) . I pointed out that, though
tåe possibility of this assimilation can hardly be denied,

it is not

probable as an

overall explanation. fn a case t¡ke têÌ.rJ.;e/løÀriv¡ for example, assimilation is
no explanation.)

4. This

for

a noun

for it.

laryngeal, we would have to assume that
*Êlh^-õu-s,
glõs represents
with the -1- not vocalized. Such a form is perhaps
ANTTII"A's suggestion that a vowel may have
(see
but
below),
not impossible
been syncopated, is attractive: *flhrõus might have given *ælÞ > glõs in Latin.
Now the word appears to have had a

The Slavic words, CS

t$.]g*: is postulated,

paradigm cf . KZ 86, 1972, 30-63 and Flexion u.Wortbildung, 9.) Of

course we must be careful, because we car¡tot say that we really have evidence

forthis paradigm, that is forthis

AeÀ¡rF-

combination of root- and suffix-forms. E.g.

zrl'tva, Russ.

zolóvka etc. , for which

*3j4g

have prôof for -eu-

( *VaÀo¡'-)

beside:8, for *1øÀaF-

.

6. As to the meaning of the word, Ed.HERMANN, GGN 1918, 222f.., poirted,
sister was meant, as only then it could

be understood_ why she had a place in the extended
she would leave

family. tr'or,

when she

married,

her family and take her place as wife, daughter-in-law etc. This

II 24, 29 cíted in the Thesâun¡s as follows: rj toû civôpòq d¿e¡'qi, 1dÀoq, ciôekpù Ycx.pelì rcrpù
IiÀaútq. In the edition of the Corpus we do not find the words d6eÀ9i fap,etù
(in this form it is cited by DELBRÜCK, Idg.Verw, 148). It appears that gloss 32
of the same page has: slumea: XÀopaç. ciOe¡,qò ycr,l.L€rù õq litraûroç. It
seems evident tåat the part after D,opøq belonged to the lemma g!os. The respecial meaning is attested for Latin in Corp. gloss.

a

construction, as given by GUNDERMANN in Archiv.
<

may have its ending modified after *Êyglq4). I am not

competent to judge the root vocalism.

is, I think, that we do
*Êlhro*: >
represent
cannot

seems to point to *Êglbzle)u-.. Most important

out that probably the unmarried husband's

reconstruction means tåat Greek no longer provides evÍdence

in -õu-s. Nevertheless this t¡'pe ís probable (because of the pa.rallel rtcírpoq though it is not clear why only this form was thematized), and Lat. glõs is evidence

(On the

414, is entirely convincing.

f . lat.

Lexicogr. 1 2 (1 902)

Foq, butthis form is admittedlyunreliable.
dence

is

even

less secure, since h., and \

the word would be Greek, would

it
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The vocalism of Arm. tâl must have the same origin as the Greek word.

(If the word is Phrygian, the evi-

also became a in PhrygÍan; only

demonstrate

brJ Another

if

As

i¡rdícation is found

in Yal,cróvn r given only by Suidas ' This form, which is nowhere cited in the

l here

developped into

al. it is probable that -lhoe- resulted in -ala-.

5. Now we have the following evidence for vocalism:

root ?Êelh^- ?'¡,eÀaFoq

suffix -õu-

glõs
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expect a paradigm:

nom. *Êélhr-õu-s

ANTTILA, PIE Schwebeablaut 83. (FRISK and CHANTRAINE are not clear on

a.cc. _år}rÉB:+

this point.)

een. *glq:XJb

3. This (second)

c¡,

will

continue a laryngeal. This was, as far as

now only assumedby VEY (f .".)2) andANTTILA (f
a lar5mgeal is that

it also solves

.".)3).

I see, until

The best evidence for

another problem, that of the root vocalism of
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4. This

for

a noun

for it.

laryngeal, we would have to assume that
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glõs represents
with the -1- not vocalized. Such a form is perhaps
ANTTII"A's suggestion that a vowel may have
(see
but
below),
not impossible
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.
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a
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<
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competent to judge the root vocalism.

is, I think, that we do
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cannot
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out that probably the unmarried husband's
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(yuv-, pov-) a priori rather

FRIEDRICH, Ethnolory 5 (1966) 8, states that I'both the Sanskrit and Slavic
forms have been independently folk-etymologized [sic] as rthe spiteful, malevo-

that two dialect forms

lent girlttt; I cannot check this. Holvever, this refers more to hèr relation to
her brother's wife (which was the same as that of the motåer-in-law to her

*dT: giu", pop.- ( 9a ívo) t for *dÐ=

daughter-in-1aw; see e.g. GHURYE, Family and Kin,

19622, g14) as

will represent different
dialectical developments of one form. The difficulty, admiftedly, is that, if
one would even more expect

a-vo-

calism, as it is reinforced by the a-colouring laryngeal.

to her

ståhrs of not-married woman. It seems probable, then, that the word had this

17

(Note

that, if the original nom. wâs

-d!$r-'

as is suggestedby skt' jan4¡,

the proterodynamic type seems to have had a gen.pl. with zero grade.)

narrow meaning in PIE, but we cannot be sure.
As to the meaning tbrother's wifer

, it has been

held that this was recent: for

Latin we only have it in a gloss (Non,p.557), as is the case for Greek; for the
Phrygian (?) form exactly thls meaning is given. BENVENXSTE, Voc.d.inst.
251

,

supposes

it

was an old reciprocal term. This is explicitly stated by Ae-

lius Dion. (p.113 ERBSE; cited in CIIANTRAINE, Dict.étym.) xøù tì roú
ciOetrgoü yuvù . . . , rpòq ci¡,¡,í¡,se 1rìp ?téyovrc u . Note t¡ât in Dravidian, I(anna{a lfldini.has both meanings (while Skt. gí4@@, which may be
a Dravidian loan, has only the meaning 'husband's sisterr). However, as the
position of the two women in the family was entirely different (see above),

it

seems more probable that the reciprocity was recent - and this is what is suggested by the testimonies

- dating from a time when

the extended family did no

longer function in this respect and when the distinction was no longer of any use
(as ln Dutch zwagelr is used of husband's brother as

well as of wife's brother).

IV.

The H^o-Problem

-:r

t . ruípoq,

ruípoq, with Skt' purás, continues
*orh-ós
(cf. also K287,1973,215-221). As faras I seethe importance of this
La4¿It

form has hitherto been overlooked. For this one form definitely Proves that h,
'trr,poÇ proves tJ:at the laryngeal was ÞZ @l
did not change o into a. The c¡ of
wouldhave given€p, Þ., op¡, andthe Greek orequires PIE o' It seems improbable that, if the regular outcome.were *¡apaq, this ..øq would have been

in -c(q are not less well attested as those
in -oç z èxó.c, néÀaq, êvturuíq; titpépcr(g) , ê",rr-ç, rìp6ua(s)¡
&Irds :. évtóq, èxr6q, nPóc, ëvcr'¡1oç, llpoLníÇ þothlistsbeing
complete, as-far as I see). The last two words in -oq are rare, and tåe others,
*lapøq into
two in -tóq andnpóq¡ s€€lrnobasis to cause a change of

changed

'131

It is generally

agreed that the oldest inflection of the word for 'wife' had a

*e\ehr-,

but fi¡tl grade of the root in the nominative. HAMP, Glotta

38 (1960) 200-3, assumes a third ablaut form on tåe basis of OIr. gen.pl. ban,

from *dlþ¿-. HAMP supposes that Aeol. pov-a continues this form *dl!r=,
and assumes a Sieverst ¡o"* *g!¡%- for yuv-. The first assum¡rtion seems
highly probable. As to the second, I think tåat a Sieversr form is a priori improbable

-

to ¿oq by analogy. Adverbs

rqípoS.

trI. yuvl.
genitive

seems now generally accepted that

do we have one sure instance of

this type in anlaut in Greek ? - and

The word must then be added to the sure cases in Die Sprache 1 8

(1

972)

.

$H{ may be listed here:
>
rh--o > epo
rh--e €p€ o-l-l
rh^-e > crpc rh--o ) crpo
r-b--e
> opo gh--o > opo
o*(Ihe same with Àrprv. )
The forms to be expected irom
o

2. I may add here another clear instance of a/o that should be
dence, tåough

it

does not belong to the central theme of thÍs

added

to the evi-

article. It is the root
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rh^-e > crpc rh--o ) crpo
r-b--e
> opo gh--o > opo
o*(Ihe same with Àrprv. )
The forms to be expected irom
o

2. I may add here another clear instance of a/o that should be
dence, tåough

it

does not belong to the central theme of thÍs

added

to the evi-

article. It is the root

'I

I

*4:/4:rdarüber hinaus', POK. p. 24. "Ihe most clear forms are OIr' al jenseits, über... hinaust, tall (< *q4!-nÐ 'jenseits, dortr, anall 'von jenseits,
von elort, herüber'with OIr. ind-oll rultra', ol-chen(a)e'außerdèm, sonstr (<

In the same way cognitus might represent *:fubretos > *:gnðtos. > -Á'nitus

'

tjenseits (und) diesseits davont), ol-foirbthetplusquamperfectum!, Lat. uls,
ultra. Less evident though probable is the connection of this root with Lat. 9]!¡q

(*h^õIi-, â rare instance whete

are sure of long vowel in the neighbourhood
of laryngeal) andthe forms continuing *alios þerhaps from an adverb 't'3¡¡. If
*al- was *h el-. xol- must be *h^ol- with the o unaffectedS).
we

_¿-_¿-

\
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3. I may also recall Hitt. þ[r;'sheep', hastai 'bone', for Hitt. h points to
(e.g. EICHNER, MSS 31 , 1972, 87 below) and many languages show g-vo-

I think this explanation is more probable than that of J. P. SMff , which I presented in Development ZO+ (|ifuttþÊ. > +:æaH!eq > *;ggþs with specially
Latin loss of H in compounds).
2. gravis.
Gravis is mostly explained as
such a form

*ry..

It

ed!l-Ð

*dre-X:. I would

supposes a feminine ending

*dfbr-S:

*-eu-ihr, which would

>

have to be demon-

strated elsewhere.
As to the laryngeal, both the vocalism

calism (õ uq, dotéov; Lat. ovis, €).

not deny the possibility of

We might now, however, consider

of papúq, gurú-,

and the vocalism

gryþ, require forms like *g]"r- ana *d=".1. Inthis situation, highly
pa.rallel to that with fcrvu- and TøvcrF-, it is probable that a laryngeal was
in the game. Again, the Sl<t.fem. gg!does not seem conclusive counter-eviof

V. Latin.
1. nota, cognitus.
The type which was the starting-point for WAANDER.S and me (see above)

for the discovery of the explanation of tfie aRa sequence, the nouns wílh -eto/ã-'
may solve a Latin problem. rtAucune forme normale de la racine de (g}ìpryq
n'expliquerait

l'ð

de notart is the conclusion of ERNOUT-MEILLET. SCHULZE's

note on nota, KZ 45 (1913)

23, suggesting that *gne,l:

developped

dence.

For a vocalization *gþrp- we might compare ratus, where I see no other
possibility than *rh-tos (*rh- -etos woul.d have given *retus), which does not
-ol
we see
mean that the one possibility

is necessarily the correct one.

from *fubg-t-

has won a certain fame. Undeservedly, I think, because it has always been evi-

Latin did not have the 'triple reflexr of the shwa/aryngeal lound in
c"u"k6), Atso it is doubtful, whether a vocalization *ÊL{sL, instead of *fu!B!;

dent that

occurred. (ciyvoér¡

cannot be considered proof

t'
of *fu!.r: > yvo-. )

I think we might consider *þh':g!:q to have given nðta' As far

as

xurh-

1) often yaÀtropoq is cited as a varia lectio (thus still IATTE), butthis is
glossed as Õpu1 uaxòv, ðvo¡ø [napà ltcíxoouv] . rt is evidentthat

there is no reason for this interpretation. Cf. HAAS, Phryg. Sprachdenkm¿iler 1966, 161 I'rnicht zubegründen".

I krow,

Latin has no other instances of -eto/â-, but this cannot be a decisive counterargument. The only remarkable thing in this reconstruction is that it would not

n. But there seem to be parallels for it, e. g. Skt' vratá- 1
glõs
< *Êlh^õus cited above, perhaps gravis below.
-eto-,

have had vocalic

Notes:

2)

VEY'S theory as a whole is unacceptable to me; see my Development 209.
Also he assumes a¡ s-stem for thís wbrd, which is most improbable (the
-s- > -h- is needed for his theory).
suggests that Lat. glõs contains *499:, but I dontt understand
whether he rejects this idea or not. It is very improbable, as the word
will continue the u-stem of Greek and Slavic,

3) ANTTILA

'I

I
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3) ANTTILA

R . S. P. Beekes
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brgrÍd Eichner-Kühn

4) I

do not accept ân ablaut
(1963) 24f.

rF 68

õu/ä

( ue < dg"

< au as does e.

g.

SCHMEJA

21

Vier altindische Wörter

'

o1- *\!; (instead of *brglj might be considered, but there is no
positive evidencé for it. I think oL was the regular outcome of \|-' the
larþgeal not influencingthe development. (As *lH in Lat. gives 1ã, it seems
not impossible that
Bave *g!.)

5) For Lat.

1. Ai. marãya-

þl-

2? (19?0) 94f. , also assumed developments that suppose that the
three laryngeals were still distinct in Latin. See my discussion in IL 14

Das nur in RV X 60,4

(19721 73f..

glgg!çvãkrír úpa vraté

SZEMERÉNYIIS connection with the root *99! tto press' (oE cnedan) has
not been substantiated (Glotta 38 (1 960) 239f. ) .

reván marãw édhate

6) RD(, MSS
?)

divlï'a náñca krstávah
ô.4t

marevûwird von GELDNER in seiner tfbersetzung des Rgveda
im Anschluß an das PW - allerdings mit einem gewissen Zweifel (vgl.d.Anm.

bezeu.gte Wort

z.Strophe) - als Nomen proprium aufgefaßt. Er übersetzt¡ rtUnter dessen
Botmäßigkeit lkpv:tku gedeiht, der reiche Marãyin (und) die fänf VöìIker wie
am Himmel (die Sonne)".

Unberücksichtigt l¿ißt er die Vorschläge von GRASSMANN 1Wb. z . RV) , der
marãvíh- als tglanzreichr auffassen möchte, und vor allem von OLDENBERG,
der in seinen Noten (s. z.St. ) auf existierendes marãya-, von dem marãyíneine reguläre Ableitung wäre, aufmerksam macht. OLDENBERG bemerkf :
trmarãyâ Name eines Ekãha und eines Sãman, öfter in Dvandvaverbindung

mit rãíi, dem also wohl ungefähr gleichwertig. Das pa,ßt dazu, daß ein reván
auch marãvÍistil. Nun hat hiervon unabhängig CALAND darauf hingewiesen,
daß marãya- nicht nur ein Terminus des Opferwesens

u.ä. ist,

sondern daß

mit mardya- in de¡ vedischen Literatur (JB, BSS, ÃSS¡ ein Getreide- oder

wird, der umfangreicher
rtéi-, ebenfalls ein Haufen von einerbestimmten GrOne, istl). às
liegt also in marEya- eine Art Hohlmaß vor.
Mehlhaufen von einer bestirirniten Größe bezeichnet

als der

Wenn man nach der Möglichkeit eines etymologischen Anschlusses von

marãVa- sucht, scheint eine Verlnüpfirng mit der idg. Wurzel mel(o) rmahlenr

(vgl.z.B.got. malan, lat. molere, heth. mall?:, ai. g[Fãt¡) durchaus plausibel. Zu dieser im Indoarischen philologisch schwer faßbaren Wurzel (s.p.

